


TO THE ROYAL HIGH SCHOOL’S PRODUCTION OF ‘WE WILL ROCK YOU’.

This smash-hit musical features some of Queen’s best-loved songs and is a great
opportunity to showcase the superb talents of our performers. Be ready for some 

show-stopping singing and some high energy dancing from our young cast.

This is the first time we’ve performed on the Fringe and it’s been a massive team effort
from everyone to bring this fantastic show together. It’s given us the chance to give

over a hundred performers the opportunity to experience the pleasure (and pressure!)
of putting on a high quality musical. So many people have given their time, wisdom

and energy to get the whole production together in a very short space of time. 
Huge thanks to all those who have helped make it possible. 

Our performers and technical staff have made a big effort to make sure you are 
entertained for the next few hours. So hold on to your seats and get ready for a real 

rock n’ roll experience. Now get those glow sticks waving, get those 
hands clapping and enjoy yourselves.

Tesco Metro Davidson’s Mains
Pleased to support the production of

‘We Will Rock You’
Good luck from everyone at the store!

Tesco Metro, 36 Cramond Road South, Davidson’s Mains, Edinburgh  EH4 6AA   

Monday – Saturday 7am – 10pm, Sunday 9am – 6pm

WELCOME
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Croesus Independent
38 Drumbrae North, Edinburgh EH4 8AZ

Tel: 0131 339 7139 Fax: 0131 339 2520
Mobile: 07973 542503

INDEPENDENT
(Definition):

Free from the control of others. 

• Looking for financial freedom?
• Getting the best from your savings?

• Worried about tax?

Why not have an independent review?

Whether it’s tax planning, life assurance
or retirement, an independent review
could help. Why not contact us for a

free, independent, no-obligation
discussion and see if we can help?

Free your financial planning
from the control of others.

Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Services Authority

P I A6 Falcon Road West, Morningside, Edinburgh  Tel. 0131 477 3922

234 Queensferry Road, Blackhall, Edinburgh  Tel. 0131 467 8825

21-23 High Street, Perth  Tel. 01738 637843

c/o McCalls, 15/17 Bridge Street, Aberdeen  Tel. 01224 405316

Shop online at www.aitken-niven.co.uk

For team or corporatewear design

At Aitken & Niven we’ve been
helping parents get their children
back to school for over 100 years.

We are trusted by so many

parents and schools alike because

of our determination to deliver the

finest products made of the

highest quality material. In other

words clothing that will last. To

back up our commitment we offer

a full money back guarantee* on

all our clothing within 30 days of

purchase.

If you want to check whether

we stock your school or you want

any further information please

visit our website at

www.aitken-niven.co.uk*

or contact any of our stores. 

Benefit from
our experience

contact Douglas Ewen on Mobile 07814 872463

STUART BROWN
GALILEO
Singing and acting are relatively new for
Stuart, as he used to be a seriously hard
footballer and tennis player believe it or not!
Luckily for Stuart though, he has the best
girlfriend in the world (Aww! Pass me a
bucket!) who has helped him since day one,

learning lines, singing songs to the correct tune, and emptying his
wallet! Sadly, Stuart is leaving the RHS behind as university has come
calling, so what a way to finish school - one last performance to say
“adios”.

MEGAN SHANDLEY
KILLER QUEEN
Megan is a keen performer and enjoys 
acting, singing and (badly!) dancing. She
would love to work on a West End or
Broadway stage some day. She is a member
of the Lyceum Youth Theatre and Forth
Children’s Theatre in which she has played

such roles as Mercutio in Romeo and Juliet and the Beggar Woman in
Sweeney Todd. She very much enjoys ice poles. The blue kind.

FIONA CRAIG
MEAT LOAF
Fiona is in her 6th year at The Royal High
School and is looking forward to being
involved in the school’s production of 
We Will Rock You. She has previously
appeared in the Fringe with Forth Children’s
Theatre in their production of Sweeney Todd.

She loves performing, especially dancing, and has appeared in
Cinderella and Mary Poppins with the Manor School of Ballet. 
She would also one day like to be able to surf.

CAROL MOIR
POP
Carol is just starting her 6th year at the
Royal High School and this is her first real
musical performance in a show of this
stature. She has seen We Will Rock You a
few times in the past and is determined to
give a new perspective to her part. Carol

feels the show has really helped to build her confidence and self
belief. In her spare time Carol can be found hanging around in Costa
Coffee with friends or building up her show collection. She believes life
is one giant catwalk so why not walk it in style.

KIRSTEN SIMPSON
SCARAMOUCHE
Kirsten thinks being chosen to play the part
of Scaramouche is amazing. She loves to
sing and does it all the time around her
house (and in the streets!) but she has only
ever been involved in school shows - 
nothing this big before. She reckons she is

quite lucky to have her boyfriend play the part of Galileo as well. She
spends a lot of her time going to the cinema and eating lots of steak
(which Stuart usually pays for!), and enjoys parties with her friends.
She especially loves her bed!

GAVIN MCKAY
KHASHOGGI
Gavin is 17 years old, and loves music and
drama. He is a member of Lothian Youth
Arts and Musical Company and has been
involved in musicals such as Les Miserables
and Titanic. When not on stage, Gavin loves
to hang out with his friends and just loves

to have a good time. He wants to thank everyone who has to come to
see the show (Friends, Family and LY’ers) and wishes the cast the best
of luck!

JOSHUA ROGERS
BRITNEY SPEARS
Joshua enjoys singing, especially rock, and
some good old Johnny Cash. Joshua plays
guitar, bass guitar and drums and so is very
much into rock ‘n roll. He is very excited to
be in a musical all about rock and 
especially about being the biggest, baddest

and meanest… (you will understand when you see).

MARK LOW
BIG MACCA
Mark is an avid solo singer-songwriter, also
performing in various bands as a guitarist
and singer. However this is his first outing
into musical theatre. Ideally Mark hopes to
be a recording and touring musician, a
graphic designer of some sort, a travelling

philosopher, an artist in a multitude of fields …a neo-renaissance
man if you will. And who knows, if it goes to plan on the night and he
remembers all his lines, just maybe… Mark will rock you. *chuckles*

CAST
THETHE ROYAL HIGH SCHOOL

A LITTLE BIT ABOUT US
The Royal High School is one of the oldest schools in the country with a proud record of getting the best out of all

its pupils. As well as a first-rate academic record  (that can be traced back to 1128) the school has a commitment
to the wider curriculum. We believe that pupils should have the opportunity to fulfil their potential and that means

giving them a wide range of experiences outside the classroom as well as in it. The school’s motto –  
Musis Respublica Floret – states that the state flourishes through the muses (in all their forms). Or to put it

another way: The Arts Rock! Very appropriate for our first ever performance in the Fringe.

We have a strong commitment to the performing arts, with many musical and dance activities going on in the
school. There are shows, concerts, rock nights, talent shows and dance nights to help our young people develop

their talents and to experience the excitement and fulfilment of being part of a performance. You will see the
evidence of that in today’s show.

As well as using shows to develop skills in the performing arts, we have used them to raise money for 
many charities over the years – especially Amnesty International and a number of cancer charities. 

We are proud to continue that commitment by donating money raised by the performance 
of ‘We Will Rock You’ to the Freddie Mercury Phoenix Trust. 

Thank you for giving us your support.



CALUM BLACKLOCK
PUFF & ENSEMBLE
Calum loves to be active and so will put everything
into this performance (despite it being his first major
one!) He enjoys sports such as rugby and swimming
and is also a very keen musician, playing guitar, 
clarinet and piano. Pizza is awesome!

LYNSEY BLYTH
MADONNA & ENSEMBLE
Lynsey loves performing and has been a member of
the theatre group “The Drama Studio” for 10 years,
taking part in many successful productions. Lynsey
would love to be  an actress one day. She also enjoys
dancing and has been a member of the school dance

group for 3 years, taking part in many school shows. Lynsey is famous for her
very loud and varied laugh. 

KENNETH BROWN
EDDIE COCHRANE & ENSEMBLE
Kenneth is a regular participant in school shows and
also loves to perform music outwith the school. He is
a very enthusiastic guitarist and vocalist, and can’t
resist the temptation of sitting down in front of a
piano. Kenneth used to be a member of the National

Youth Choir of Scotland, and performed at the Usher Hall for the Holocaust
Memorial, and a year later was in the Voice of a City performance. In his spare
time Kenneth is a keen footballer and is goalkeeper for Tynecastle F.C. and the
Scotland under-15 squad.

EMMA CANNON
SECRET POLICE & ENSEMBLE
Emma enjoys acting and anything to do with the 
theatre. Her Uncle Andy is the creator of the “Wee 
stories” Theatre Company for Children and she says
she would like to do something similar in the future!
First step though is to take a drama qualification

when she leaves school. This is Emma’s first Fringe appearance and she is
looking forward to the after show party already! Rock on Emma!

REBECCA CODONA
ARETHA & ENSEMBLE
Rebecca Codona took drama for Standard Grade and
is enjoying it very much. She loves acting, singing and
performing on a stage. She has never taken part in
theatre company productions but would love to in the
near future. Her most favourite thing to do in the

whole world is to sing - her shower head thinks she’s good but her dancing is
terrible. Watch out for Aretha!!!

KATHERINE CROAN
KILLER QUEEN’S HANDMAIDEN, 
CHARLOTTE CHURCH & ENSEMBLE
Katherine is a keen member of “The Drama Studio”
group where she has trained for over 10 years. 
She regularly participates in various singing/
dancing and drama productions and has played

leading roles including Margery Lovett in Sweeney Todd, Mrs Mump in Mr
Mump’s Surprise and Queen Damara in The Fairy Pond. Katherine is very
excited to be part of The Edinburgh Festival Fringe and is a big Queen fan.
Shopping is one of her favourite hobbies as she finds money just burns a
hole in her pocket!

LAURA DAVIDSON
DOCTOR & ENSEMBLE
Laura is a Drama Queen! She loves singing, acting
and dancing and has already participated in several
productions (including playing the lead role in her 
primary 1 nativity play - The Grumpy Sheep). Laura's
favourite hobbies are shopping and spending time

with her friends.

SARAH DINGWALL 
TEEN QUEEN & ENSEMBLE
Sarah is very enthusiastic about singing and 
dancing. She has taken part in many school shows
such as The Secret Policeman’s Ball and The Spring
Fling. Sarah is very excited about the school’s 
production of We Will Rock You as she thinks it will be

an experience of a lifetime. Another of Sarah’s interest is horse riding.

KATIE FRASER
SECRET POLICE & ENSEMBLE
Katie loves the theatre, in the audience or performing.
She has been in the Scottish Theatre and Musical
School for two years now and has performed in the
Pleasance Theatre. She has also seen We will Rock
You in London and couldn’t wait to start learning the
songs. She also enjoys mango smoothies!

WILLIAM KWOK
DAVID BOWIE & ENSEMBLE
William is 17 years old, and loves to sing and perform.
This is his first time performing in a musical 
production and although nervous, he’s looking 
forward to the experience. William loves hanging out
with his friends and listening to music. He also enjoys
playing guitar and piano (although he’s just a begin-

ner!) He thanks everyone who has to come to see the show. Best wishes to the
cast and best of luck!

ERIN LOBBAN 
DOCTOR & ENSEMBLE
Erin enjoys singing & acting and is very much 
looking forward to this show. She appeared last year
in the Blackhall P7 production of Oliver which was
staged here at the RHS. Her twin sister Katy is also in
We Will Rock You. In Erin’s spare time she enjoys 

making jewellery.

JADE MASON
TEEN QUEEN & ENSEMBLE
Jade is 16 and loves acting and the theatre.  She sat
Higher Drama which she thoroughly enjoyed, playing
the part of John Proctor in The Crucible and Jenny in
Men Should Weep. This is Jade’s first proper 
production and she is really excited at the thought of

being in such a widely known popular show. In her free time Jade spends time
with friends, spends money on clothes she doesn’t need, and generally has a
good time!  Jade also likes cereal.  A lot :D    

AILSA MCGREGOR
SECRET POLICE & ENSEMBLE
Ailsa loves to be the centre of attention and therefore
loves the stage. She has performed as a member of
the main chorus in The Edinburgh Gangshow for two
years, and enjoys the “occasional” carton of Ribena
between singing and clowning around with Cop 

partner Emma Cannon.

SARAH MILLER
SECRET POLICE & ENSEMBLE
Sarah regularly took part in productions at Cramond
Primary assuming roles such as the narrator in a
school Christmas production and a vampire in the
Dracula Rock Show. She has also appeared at the
Churchill theatre and her interest in the Arts includes

drawing Manga - when she’s not bouncing on her trampoline!

ALASTAIR MURRAY
BOB THE BUILDER, DOCTOR & ENSEMBLE
Having generally appeared only in concerts with the
school orchestra since Primary 6, it took Alastair until
S5 to try and catch up with himself, taking part in The
Secret Policeman’s Ball, The Christmas Show, and
now this. We Will Rock You is a happy return to acting

for him. His general way of rehearsing a song is to belt it out from the offset,
sending his brain into a desperate scramble to try and get it both right and
good (which usually take a little longer).

JILL PENDER
BOHEMIAN SOLOIST & ENSEMBLE
Jill is in her 6th year at the Royal High School. She is
a member of Forth Children’s Theatre and has played
a leading part in their recent Easter production of
Honk! and has just finished playing Evilene in their
production of The Wiz for the Fringe festival this 

summer. Jill hopes to broaden her outlook on musical theatre and would like
to study at the Royal Academy of Music and Drama in Glasgow.

HAJRA RAHIM
TEEN QUEEN & ENSEMBLE
Hajra has loved to perform from a young age, winning
Stars In Your Eyes in primary school and has carried
on performing through her years at the Royal High
School. She has been in most school shows, dancing
in her junior years of school and now mostly singing.

She loves working with others and We Will Rock You has been a great chance
for her to do so.  

JAMIE STEWART
TEACHER & ENSEMBLE
Jamie thoroughly enjoys singing and acting. He is a
member of the National Youth Choir of Scotland’s
Edinburgh Choir, Boys Choir and Training Choir. He
appeared in the Bohemians’ production of Oliver. He
is also performing in this year’s Fringe with the NYCoS

Training Choir and in the Aberdeen International Youth Festival.

LAURA SWAN
SECRET POLICE & ENSEMBLE
Laura really loves singing and dancing and is a 
regular dancer with the Pointeworks Dance Academy
having appeared in a number of their productions.
She has taken part in numerous shows in Cramond
Kirk and also in school productions. She plays the

flute and is currently on grade 3. She is the star of any show! 

CLAIRE THOMPSON
JACKSON 5 & ENSEMBLE
Claire first took an interest in acting and singing over
three years ago when she joined Stagecoach Acting
School. She has appeared in school shows such as 
A Midsummer’s Night Dream and Oliver! when she
drove her family crazy singing “Food glorious food” for

six months! Claire hopes to take part in more performances in the future and
is really looking forward to appearing in her first Festival Fringe Show. 

ALISTAIR WALES
CLIFF RICHARD & ENSEMBLE
Alistair has enjoyed acting since his early primary
school days. He has been a part of “The Drama
Studio” for 2 years now and has performed 5 times on
stage. He hopes that in the future he will break onto
the big screen or one of the major stages in the world

such as Broadway or the West End. This is Alistair's first major piece of work
on the stage and he is loving every second of it!

NIAMH JOYCE
TEEN QUEEN & ENSEMBLE
Niamh is 12 and enjoys dancing, singing and acting. She has played a
munchkin in The Wizard of Oz in the Kings Theatre with the Southern Light
Opera company and has performed with her ballet school. She’s really excited
about taking part in We Will Rock You.



It’s the near-future and the world has changed… Not only has global 
warming done its worst but Globalsoft rules. The world has gone Ga Ga. 
Everything is controlled by the Killer Queen and her henchman Khashoggi. 
There’s no freedom, no fun…and no rock music. There are still a few 
dreamers left but hope is fading fast. Galileo and Scaramouche dare 
to be different…and face the full might of Globalsoft.

Scene 1 Pop’s Archive

Scene 2 Virtual High School
Radio Ga Ga
I Want To Break Free
Somebody To Love

Scene 3 The Globalsoft Boardroom
Killer Queen
Play The Game

Scene 4 The Laser Cell

Scene 5 Globalsoft Police HQ

Scene 6 The Hospital
Under Pressure

Scene 7 Killer Queen’s Control Room
A Kind Of Magic

Scene 8 The Wasteland
I Want It All

Scene 9 Descent into the Underground
Headlong

Scene 10 The Heartbreak Hotel
No One But You
Crazy Little Thing Called Love

The Bohemian resistance has been destroyed. 
Globalsoft have complete control. 

Is there no escape from reality?

Scene 1 Ga Ga Land
One Vision

Scene 2 The Wasteland
Who Wants To Live Forever

Scene 3 The Laser Cells
Seven Seas of Rhye

Scene 4 The Wasteland

Scene 5 The Killer Queen’s Pad
Fat Bottomed Girls
Don’t Stop Me Now
Another One Bites The Dust

Scene 6 The Wasteland
Hammer To Fall

Scene 7 The Seven Seas 
Drinking Club
These Are The Days Of Our Lives
Headlong Reprise
We Will Rock You
We Are The Champions
Bohemian Rhapsody

Interval – 15 minutes

Refreshments available 
in canteen area

ACT 1 ACT 2

Make sure you’ve got your 

Glow Stick and Ga Ga cap for Act 2 

ON SALE IN THE FOYER



PRODUCTION
STAFF

PRODUCERS: TOM BACCIARELLI, MARK CONWAY, 
VIVIENNE REVILLE, GARY SNEDDEN

DIRECTOR: CAROL BINNIE
MUSICAL DIRECTORS: PETE CLARK, ANDREW MORLEY

CHOREOGRAPHER: SAMM BAIGRIE
STAGE MANAGER AND PROPS DESIGNER: IAN MARSHALL

ASSISTANT STAGE MANAGER: GAYE ALMOND
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR: JULIE HOWIE

LIGHTING: TOM BACCIARELLI, GARY SNEDDEN 
SOUND: STEVE ROBB, LIVE SYSTEMS 

VIDEO AND SOUND EFFECTS: ALISON BREWSTER, ALEX PALMER, 
GARY SNEDDEN, PATRICK WATSON 

THE BAND
KEYBOARD: PETE CLARK
KEYBOARD: ANDREW MORLEY

GUITAR: RAYMOND WEIR
GUITAR: STEPHEN CLARK

BASS GUITAR: JOHN ROBERTSON
DRUMS: GEORGE LOGAN

WARDROBE MISTRESS AND MAKE-UP: SAMM BAIGRIE, PAT CLARK, GABY PAVONE 
COSTUMES SUPPLIED BY: TRIPLE C COSTUMES AND MARK FORBES

WIGS SUPPLIED BY: WIGS UP NORTH
PROPS MISTRESS: BERNADETTE COIA

FRONT OF HOUSE AND BOX OFFICE MANAGER: JANETTE SHEARER
PROGRAMME DESIGNED BY: MATT WADE, ADVERSET MEDIA SOLUTIONS

CAST PHOTOS: ALMOND PHOTOGRAPHY

STAGE CREW:
SELASSI AHADZI, ALISON BREWSTER, MHARA BROWN, SEAN BRUNTON, DAVID FORTUNE, JULIA FYFE, 

ANDREW GOUDIE, CHRIS GRAY, CONNOR LESLIE, CAMERON MCCULLOUGH, ALASDAIR MALTMAN, CLAIRE MILLER, 
ALEX PALMER, PATRICK WATSON.

CATERING: ROYAL HIGH SCHOOL PARENT TEACHER ASSOCIATION   
PUBLICITY: TOM COOK, ALASTAIR OLIVER

Special thanks to Susan Shandley and the “mums’ army” for invaluable assistance prior to the show and helping backstage 
during performances. Also, special thanks to Irene Hogg for guiding us on how to be a Fringe venue. Finally, a huge thank you to

John Stables for his expertise and time in preparing AV equipment for the show, and for filming the performance.

Thanks also to all those who helped with Front of House duties.

Acknowledgements: Sylvia Bain, Ian Coltart, Debbie Hislop, Jane Meakin, Neil Tilston. 

Many thanks to the Butler Dental Practice, Davidson’s Mains, for their generous sponsorship of the production.

Law Firm of the Year 2007 – Scottish Legal Awards

Proud to support the
Royal High School’s musical 

“We Will Rock You”.
www.gillespiemacandrew.co.uk

0131 225 1677

GILLESPIE MACANDREW WS

SOLICITORS & INVESTMENT MANAGERS

ENSEMBLE
CAST

CONNIE
WRINGE

ELIDH
DONALDSON

EMILY 
HESKETH

JOSIE 
HUDSON

KATY
LOBBAN

NIKKI
BRUNTON

REBECCA 
PALMER

KIRSTY
CARMICHAEL

EMMA CHRISTIE



GA GARADIO GA GA

ONE VISION

ALICE
HANCOCK

AMANDA
SWIFT

ANNA 
CRAIG

EILIDH
JOHNSTON

ERICA 
BRADY

JODI
MCGINTY

KRISTINA
SOOVIK

LAURIE
RENNIE

SARAH
WATSON

SUSANNAH
FYFE

SUSIE
HAY

TAPASHREE 
ROY

ANNABEL
FARNOOD

CEIT
PATERSON

CHLOE
HENRY

CLAIRE
MATTHEW

DEMI
WATSON

ERIN
FRASER

GABRIELLA
VITA

GAIL
GIBB

JENNY
SLESS

RACHEL
PROUDFOOT

ZOE 
HAMBLY

GA GA

EMMA MURPHY

MEGAN MACDONALD

DANCERS
THE

YUPPIES

ALY
NELSON

BEX
AKBAS

CAITLIN
JOHNSTON

FIONA
GREENHALGH

HANNAH
ATCHISON

HANNAH
MOLLON

JENNIFER
ANDERSON

KATIE
GODFREY

LANA
BENSON

LINDA 
LU

BOHEMIANS

BECKY
SHEARER

DEVON
DEWAR

KATIE
GHAEMI

LAWRIE
DAVIDSON

RACHEL
MCKENZIE

ROSIE 
FAULL

SARAH
PROUDFOOT

SUZANNE
SHANEL

VICKY
POWELL

JEANNIE RICHARDSON SOFIA JIWA

SUPER

KATRINA RANKIN



SARAH AND RACHEL PROUDFOOT
Looking forward to seeing the show. Hope everything goes
well. Enjoy yourselves and remember to smile! Good luck!

Colin and Hazel Proudfoot.

REBECCA SHEARER
Thinking of you. Hope all goes well and you have a great week.

Lots of love.
Granny and Grandpa Royal.

REBECCA SHEARER
Wishing you good luck with your dancing in 

“We Will Rock You”
Love from Grandma and Grandpa Shearer.

REBECCA SHEARER
Go Buuh! Dance your socks off! We’re looking forward 

to seeing you do your “Crazy little thing”. Enjoy yourself!
Love Mum, Dad and Tom.

KATHERINE CROAN
Take time to enjoy this great experience. You have worked

hard for it. Remember, “It’s a Kind of Magic”.
Mum, Dad and Maddy.

JENNIFER ANDERSON
Jennifer dance your own “Kind of Magic” – warmest wishes

to you and all the super yuppies, love from
Mum, Dad and Nick.

KATRINA RANKIN
Good luck! Break a leg (not literally!). 

Know you will be fantastic. Lots of love.
Mum and Jen.

JADE MASON
We would like to wish Jade Mason all the best of luck 

for her performance in the play – well done.
Mum, Alan, Lauren and family.

EMILY HESKETH
Good luck Emily we hope you have a wonderful time.

The Hesketh Family.

LAWRIE DAVIDSON
Lawrie, Can’t say good luck – so in show business terms

“break a leg”!
Lots of Love Grand and Granddad.

LANA BENSON
Good luck Lana we are all proud of you. 

Have a fantastic time. You will rock.
Love from all family and friends.

HAJRA RAHIM
To our little star. Hajra, wishing you lots of luck of your 
performance, we know you will be absolutely fantastic.

ALICE HANCOCK
Good luck Alice and Enjoy the show.

Love Dad, Mum and Clara.

CLAIRE MATTHEW
Hi Claire, just to wish you good luck for the show – 

we are really proud of you. Enjoy!
Love from Mum, Dad and Sam x.

KATIE AND ERIN FRASER
These beautiful sisters are in their prime: their talents and

their effervescent enthusiasm will assuredly rock you. 
Good luck!

Bill and Shelagh McGuire (Grandparents).

LAWRIE DAVIDSON
Good luck Lawrie. Have a great time.

Love Mum, Dad and Mhari.

KIRSTEN SIMPSON
You’ve dreamt about performing on stage like this 

since you were little - equipped then with only a mirror 
and a hairbrush! You've worked hard at this and 

we'll be there to support you. Break a leg! 
Mum & Dad x

GOOD LUCK
MESSAGES

STUART BROWN 
Good luck. We know you and Kirsten will Rock. 

Enjoy yourselves.
Mum & Dad

KENNETH BROWN
Good luck Kenoid. Be cool, relax, get hip, a-get on your tracks.

Have fun.
Mum & Dad

MEGAN SHANDLEY
Kill ‘em good Queen!! Have a great show Megan. Lots of Love

Dad, Mum and Cara. X.

CLAIRE THOMPSON
Good luck Claire. You will be brilliant. Lots of Love.

Mum, Dad and Chris

CLAIRE THOMPSON
Good luck, you will be great.

Granddad

KATIE GODFREY
Good luck in the show. Love from

Mum, Dad, Claire and Emma

JODI MCGINTY
Have a fantastic time, we all know you will do well. 

Good luck and lots of love to you.
Mum, Dad, Emma and Ellie

SEAN AND NIKKI BRUNTON
Love and best wishes. We are sure you will show us 

a “Kinda Magic”.
Dad, Grams and the rest of the clan.

FIONA CRAIG
Good luck Fiona, you’re a star!

Mum, Dad and Liz

CAROL MOIR
Good luck Carol. Enjoy every performance.

Love from all your family and friends.

GAVIN MCKAY
Looking forward to being rocked! Do your evil best and the

audience will be in Rhapsody! Have a brilliant week!
Love Mum and Dad.

LYNSEY BLYTH
Good luck Lynsey. Enjoy and have fun. You will have a great

week with lots of memories to cherish.
Love Mum, Dad and Craig.

LYNSEY BLYTH
Good luck with the show and enjoy yourself.

Love from Gran and Grandad.

CALUM BLACKLOCK
Enjoy every minute. We can’t wait to see the show. 

All of our love
Mum, Dad, Angus, Struan and Ross.

GOOD LUCK
MESSAGES
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